“Monsters are real, and ghosts are real too. They live inside us, and
sometimes, they win.” Stephen King

House Entity and Family Dynamics
There's not a week goes by without someone contacting us in regards to problems
with their home, and I have written many articles describing various cases. There can
be many reasons why the family home is impacted by misguided energies and
entities. In the following case, an entity was created by negative family dynamics
culminating in an explosive argument. The effects were very disturbing and our client
described how visiting grandchildren were too frightened to sleep in a particular room.
Our client also described an experience of a heavy presence holding them down
during the night. This is how we explained it to our client. Names and some details
have been changed for the purpose of anonymity.

We have reviewed your situation and believe the energy/entity affecting your home,
is to some degree self created. We all carry imbalances from time to time in our life
and these can include negative energetic attachments. Indeed, these attachments
often take advantage of existing imbalances whether they be physical, emotional or
mental...it's all part of the human journey. What can also aggravate the experience is
the presence of ancestral/hereditary influences, handed down from generations in the
past. The experiences you have described in your home, is a common scenario
presented to us by people who have recently moved into a property. Having not
experienced any phenomena in their previous home, strange occurrences at their new
address must mean a problem with the property. But much of the time, it's never
quite that straight forward. What we commonly find is that existing energies in the
home react with the unbalanced energies of the new occupants leading to energetic
chaos, for want of a better term.
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This can come about from the energies of the previous occupants and faults in the
energy field of the surrounding neighbourhood. What had us stumped initially, is that
you have moved into a newly built home and we could not detect any significant
faults in the field of the surrounding area. But the fact remains, we do perceive some
negative energy residing in the family room.
When we investigated your case, I was detecting relationship problems within the
children, which we discussed over the phone. Christine has been perceiving
imbalances with male energy and wondered if there were relationship problems on
Margaret's father's side. We have been getting little pieces of the puzzle without
recognising the big picture because your situation is a little different to what we
commonly deal with. Hence the questions to get some greater understanding of the
family dynamics and what may have changed. Anyway, we suggest that the explosive
episode in regards to the party arrangements for Margaret's mother, initiated the
energy you now have locked inside the home. The energy/entity has been created by
unbalanced family dynamics, albeit extreme in nature. So then, it resides in that
particular room because it is a point of family focus.
So what to do? It would be logical to think that simply clearing that energy would put
an end to the problem, but it's not that straight forward. Various aspects, from
multiple players and energetic relationships, all conspire to hold that energy in the
home, albeit unconsciously. But then again, there is also the potential for malicious
intent to be involved at some level. This is where we get into the realms of a curse,
but from our perspective it's not quite at that level. We do not want to point the finger
at any one player, as it's too complex for that and is counter-productive. I also
believe there is some imbalance or influence from the mother's ancestral line of
Margaret that is aggravating the situation. Exactly what that may be is unknown at
this time, and we might not ever fully understand it. You could argue that some
unresolved issue from generations in the past has now exploded into the present day,
due to the right conditions being present within the family. We believe that Margaret
needs to be the focus of healing sessions to unravel all the threads that hold the
energy in the home. Our intent would be to clear the ancestral line and deal with any
imbalances that hold negative connections between family members. This is likely to
require emotional and mental healing, and may go back to a young age. On the
surface, it would seem that the energetic relationship between Margaret and Robert
(brother) needs particular attention, but where we go at the time of a session is
unknown...we just have to follow the threads. Clearing the energetic imbalances
should offer the opportunity to repair relationships between Margaret and affected
family members, as well as clearing the energy in the home. However, some bridge
building will need to be done on your part, as it's not our role to create a perfect
family.
In the end, it was agreed that two distant healing sessions would be appropriate.
What we discovered in the sessions, were influences coming down both the ancestral
lines of the mother and father, which included aspects of anger and brutality. These
negative influences were quite obviously impacting all the family members involved; it
was obvious in their character. All the animosity and anger, among other emotions,
exploded in a family argument over the arrangements of a birthday party. This
manifested a very nasty entity into existence. What is interesting is that the creation
of this, had it's origins nine years in the past when circumstances initiated the
tensions within the family that would continue to build.
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Along with clearing the ancestral lines, there were a number of very negative cords
attached to Margaret that were actually causing physical pain. Headaches were also a
problem due to the unbalanced dynamics. Having dealt with all that, and more, it was
only then that we could dissolve the entity in the home. The relationships within the
family in future, is now totally dependant on them. The invisible influences that were
impacting them have been cleared. This case is a good example of how human
emotions can affect our health and the environment around us.

As with all the information we publish in our articles and website, or present in our
trainings, the reader is not expected to automatically believe what is offered. All I ask is
that the information be considered. Where possible I include references to other credible
sources. Much of what is presented is our opinion, information from our Guides, and
interpretation of experiences. The only proof we have is in the results we achieve for our clients. We also
acknowledge that what may be relevant today will change, as everything evolves.
It is the readers and/or clients responsibility to do their own research and seek professional medical
advice in every instance. Any individual who has a specific health problem or is taking medications must
first seek advice from his or her personal physician or health care provider before making any changes to
their treatment. Do not cease any medication without medical advice. This information or any associated
text is not designed as a substitute for any form of medical treatment or advice.
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